FOUR GREAT Photo Journaling APPS

Everyone wants to record memories from their travels, but who has the space to store those memories or the time to make a scrapbook? Keeping a digital journal is a great way to record everything without having to print pictures and save maps and mementos.

**Bonjournal**
Bonjournal is the simple way to record and share your travel adventures. The app helps you easily collect all the beautiful moments, stories, and pictures from your journey into a single narrative. You can create beautiful travel journals even without an internet connection. In addition, you can share your journals via Facebook, Twitter, and email, and export your journals as PDFs.

**Tripcast**
Tripcast lets you share your travel photos with the people who want to see everything, not just the highlights. Start a trip, invite your friends and family to the album, and give them live photo updates from the road! Photos are automatically added to the live trip map allowing photos to be viewed by location. Photos can be accessed on your iPhone, iPad, or on the web and downloaded after the trip is over.

**Momento**
Introducing Momento — the smart private diary/journal app that helps you capture and collect memories to search, explore, relive, and share your life story. Momento not only helps you privately capture moments in just a few taps (with notes, photos, videos, people, places, and tags) but it also automatically collects your daily activities, posts, and photos from the social networks, apps, and devices you use everyday!

**Diario**
Diario is a great diary app, designed to record activities, experiences, thoughts, and ideas throughout a day and sync data across all your devices. It lets you organize your created diary/journal entries or notes from the past in the easiest way. Powerful search helps to find diary entries by any keyword in the title or text and filter results by date, folder, tags, or locations. You can access your Diario entries online on any device using a web browser and can export your entries as a PDF.

Descriptions adapted from iTunes.com or pastemagazine.com online descriptions. All apps are free (unless otherwise noted) and available on Apple and Android devices.